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Hugoton Middle School Weekly Bulletin

“There was never a night or a problem that could defeat sunrise or hope.”

It’s Homecoming week!  Spirit days are below! Be sure to follow the dress code.

Monday- January 10th, Pajama Day

● 7th/8th grade basketball HOME vs Liberal Eisenhower @ 4PM

Tuesday- January 11th, Teacher/Student Swap - teachers dress like students, students

dress like teachers

Wednesday- January 12th, Disney Day

● Unplugged Focus: Consistency

This month we are learning about consistency, and the importance of consistently making the
choice to be kind, hardworking, and respectful.  We talked about the importance of talking to
ourselves positively in order to empower ourselves to be consistent.

Last Wednesday, students individually identified a positive mantra ("I can do this," "I do not
need to prove myself to my friends," "I will be okay," etc.) that he/she could remind him/herself
of when he/she is in a situation with big feelings or when he/she feels pressured.  Here are
some conversation starters you could use with your child.

1) What phrase did you choose to put on your puzzle piece this week?
2) When would be some good times to use this phrase?
3) How do you think talking to yourself in a positive way could help you make more consistent
choices?
4) What would you like to do consistently well?

Thursday- January 13th, Decade Day

● 7th/8th grade basketball at Ulysses @ 4PM

Friday- January 14th, Twin Day

Saturday- January 15th

● 7th grade basketball @ Goodland 10AM

● 8th grade basketball @ Ulysses 10AM

HMS Reminders:
● Dress Code must be followed
● School begins at 8AM
● iPads need to be charged nightly

http://www.usd210.org


- PARENT POINTS TO PONDER:

What can parents do when their children become truthfulness-challenged? If many adults in today’s
world suffer from “Honesty Deficit Disorder,” who are we to think that our offspring are immune from
this disorder? The good news is that conscientious parents can turn the tide on truth-bending
behavior by applying the Three Es of Love and Logic.

The First “E” of Love and Logic: Example

Obviously, parents who act truthfully around their kids are far more likely to have kids who tell the
truth. A not-so-obvious application of good modeling involves discussing our moral dilemmas with
other adults when our children are within earshot. When our children overhear us talking about
temptations, and how we’ve chosen truthfulness over deceit, powerful lessons get locked in.

The Second “E” of Love and Logic: Experience

When children lie, they need to experience logical consequences. One of the most practical involves
expecting them to replace any energy they’ve drained from us because of their fibbing. Does lying
drain your parental energy? In our audio, Love and Logic Magic: When Kids Drain Your Energy, we
teach that children should be responsible for replacing drained energy by completing extra chores,
allowing their parents to rest instead of driving them places they want to go, or whatever else might
help us regain our energy.

The Third “E” of Love and Logic: Empathy

Those who understand the Love and Logic approach understand that consequences preceded with
empathy are far more effective than consequences delivered with anger, guilt, or sarcasm. An added
benefit of responding to our children’s mistakes with empathy is that they’ll be far more likely to admit
making them. Do you want your children to be afraid of you when they blunder? Do you want them
to hide their mistakes rather than bringing them to your attention? Of course you don’t! That’s why
it’s so important to discipline with love rather than lectures.

Be sure to provide examples of how you choose to tell the truth and next time you encounter
symptoms of Honesty Deficit Disorder in your kids, provide a healthy dose of empathy and then let
the consequences do the teaching.
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